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Evolution of large eddies in compressible shear layers
Dimitri Papamoschou and Asi Bunyajitradulya
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of California, Irvine, California 92717

~Received 15 July 1996; accepted 7 November 1996!

The evolution of large turbulent eddies has been investigated in seven supersonic shear layers with
average convective Mach numbersMc ranging from 0.22 to 0.86 and with large variation in density
and velocity ratios. A two-laser, single-detector planar laser-induced fluorescence technique was
used to visualize the flow and its evolution. Two-dimensional pattern matching yielded the
convective velocity of the eddies. ForMc.0.3, fast and slow modes of eddy propagation were
detected in supersonic–subsonic and supersonic–supersonic combinations, respectively. An
empirical model for the convective velocity is proposed. Plan views reveal coexistence of two- and
three-dimensional disturbances. Interaction among eddies appears significantly suppressed. The
findings have direct impact on supersonic jet noise and are very relevant to supersonic combustion.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~97!00703-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The role of large eddies, or ‘‘coherent structures,’’
central in the investigation of turbulence in practical system
Since the subsonic shear-layer experiments of Brown
Roshko1 the fluid-mechanics community has come to acc
the fact that large-scale motions are an inseparable featu
turbulent shear flows. For subsonic flows, it has been sh
by numerous works that large eddies are principally resp
sible for fluid entrainment into the mixing region. The r
markable similarities between the quasi-deterministic beh
ior of large eddies and the predictions of linear stabil
theory lend credence to the notion that large eddies repre
the most amplified instability of the flow.2 Although large
eddies are obvious in visualizations, it is difficult to attribu
to them a universal description. Definition depends to so
extent on the means and goals of the investigation. Perh
the most specific one, proposed by Hussain,3 treats the co-
herent structure as ‘‘a connected turbulent fluid mass w
instantaneously phase-correlated vorticity over its spatial
tent.’’ In this paper we use a similar—albeit less rigorous
definition which centers on the phase-correlated field o
passive scalar.

In compressible shear flows, the role of large eddie
more perplexing. Before discussing it, let us first define a
compressibility parameter, the convective Mach number.
ferring to Fig. 1, it is the Mach number of the dominant flo
instability with respect to either freestream of the shear lay
thus it takes two values:

Mc1
5
U12Uc

a1
, Mc2

5
Uc2U2

a2
, ~1!

whereUc is the phase speed of the instability. This conc
of an instability Mach number was introduced by Mack4 in
his linearized treatment of compressible boundary lay
Later, it was proposed as a compressibility parameter
turbulent shear layers,5,6 with Uc representing the eddy con
vective velocity. A ‘‘symmetric’’ Lagrangian model for the
large structure,6 whereby the two freestreams suffer equ
total-pressure loss as they are entrained towards a stagn
point inside the mixing region, gives
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Mc1
'Mc2

'
DU

a11a2
. ~2!

The corresponding dimensionless convective velocity is

Uc2U2

U12U2
5

1

11Ar2 /r1
. ~3!

Even though the prediction of Eq.~2! may be inaccurate for
high compressibility, the ‘‘average’’ convective Mach num
ber Mc5DU/(a11a2) is still a useful measure of overa
shear-layer compressibility and will be used as such in
paper.

Experiments on the turbulent structure of compressi
shear layers agree widely on two key points. First,
growth rate declines with increasingMc , with similar reduc-
tions in the turbulent fluctuating velocities and she
stresses.6–8 Second, turbulence becomes more disorg
ized, with less two-dimensional coherence, asMc exceeds a
value of around 0.5.9 Linear stability theory and direc
numerical simulation predict the growth-rate suppress
quite well ~see for example Refs. 10 and 11!. Theory and
simulation also predict that, above a certainMc , three-
dimensional disturbances are more unstable than t
dimensional ones.12,13On the surface, this correlates with th
increased three-dimensionality observed experimenta9

Note, however, that analyses and computations typically
pose a certain wave obliquity and examine its effect on
growth rate; the possibility of co-existence of waves of d
ferent obliquities, and investigation of their interactions,
seldom explored.

FIG. 1. Shear-layer geometry and nomenclature.
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FIG. 2. Test-section schematic.
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Another central area of compressible turbulence—wh
less agreement is found—deals with the evolution of edd
and in particular with their convective velocityUc . The con-
vective velocity is important because it influences entra
ment into the mixing region14 and has direct impact on su
personic jet noise.15 Double-exposure schlieren observatio
of shear layers by Papamoschou,16 covering ten flow cases
showed nearly ‘‘frozen’’ patterns convecting with velocitie
very different from those predicted by Eq.~3!. In layers com-
posed of two supersonic streams, eddies traveled with a
locity close to that of the slow freestream~slow modes!
while in supersonic–subsonic layers they traveled with a
locity close to that of the fast freestream~fast modes!. Fast
modes were subsequently observed by Fourguetteet al.17

who used planar Mie scattering and two-dimensional cro
correlations to track eddies at the edge of a supersonic
~one case!. In the work by Hallet al.,18 fast modes were
detected by correlation of wall pressure traces, created
Mach waves, in a supersonic–subsonic shear layer. It is n
worthy that fast and slow modes are also found in stabi
analysis of supersonic shear layers and jets.19,20On the other
hand, a recent study of supersonic–subsonic shear laye
Elliott et al.21 ~two cases!, using product formation and one
dimensional space-time correlations, concluded thatUc is a
function of transverse position and is roughly equal to
local mean velocity. A similar result was found in a reacti
experiment by Seitzmanet al.,22 where the edges of the she
layer were visualized using OH/acetone fluorescence.

Clearly, our understanding of compressible eddies is
lacking. The purpose of this study is to examine the evo
tion of shear-layer turbulence using diagnostic and anal
tools that we believe capture the nature of large eddies.
focus on the most dominant instability, which—in similari
to the subsonic experience—we assume takes the form
large vortical structures. We use a slowly diffusing pass
scalar to visualize, at least approximately, the streamline
terns responsible for entrainment of that scalar from
freestream into the vortical core. We define large eddies
phase-correlated two-dimensional patterns of that pas
scalar, the size of the pattern being of the same order as
local thickness of the shear layer. Phase correlation is d
by a 2D pattern matching technique which yields the conv
tive velocity of the eddies. At the same time, we observe
level of interaction between eddies and characterize t
three-dimensionality. We cover a variety of shear layers
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 3, March 1997
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compassing supersonic–subsonic and the less-investig
supersonic–supersonic combinations.

II. FACILITY AND DIAGNOSTICS

Experiments were performed in the UCI Supersonic T
bulence Laboratory. The facility used is a two-stream, blo
down wind tunnel in which a variety of gases and Ma
numbers can be selected to form a shear layer~Fig. 2!. At the
measurement location the test section is 45 mm high and
mm wide. Optical access is provided by quartz windows
all four walls of the test section. The downstream side of
test section is connected to a low-pressure dump tank c
nected to a vacuum pump. Gaseous acetone can be seed
either of the shear-layer streams. Injection is accomplis
by supplying liquid acetone at high pressure through ato
izing nozzles placed 1.5 m upstream of the settling cham
The flow of gases and acetone is controlled by solenoid
pressure-regulating valves. Pressure transducers recorde
static-pressure distribution on the upper and lower te
section walls and the total pressures of each stream.

The diagnostic technique used to visualize the turbul
structure and its evolution is summarized in Fig. 3. The te

FIG. 3. Double/offset-exposure PLIF used for study of eddy evolution.
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TABLE I. Test parameters and results~velocities in m/s!.

Case Mc Gas1 Gas2 M 1 M 2

r2

r1 U1 U2 Uc
a Uc Mc1

Mc2

N22A21 0.22 Air Argon 2.0 2.1 1.78 530 425 470 470 0.22 0.2
N15N03 0.52 Air Air 1.5 0.3 0.72 430 120 281 345 0.26 0.6
N15N03P 0.52 Air Air 1.5 0.3 0.72 430 120 281 389 0.15 0.8
N14A02 0.54 Air Argon 1.4 0.2 1.03 390 70 229 333 0.21 0.8
N20N04 0.63 Air Air 2.0 0.4 0.58 500 130 339 462 0.15 1.0
H15N16 0.67 Helium Air 1.5 1.6 6.26 1130 440 639 462 0.89 0.
H19N20 0.83 Helium Air 2.0 1.9 5.85 1280 500 731 536 1.10 0.
H16N08 0.86 Helium Air 1.6 0.8 4.46 1170 250 546 724 0.60 1.

aEquation~3!.
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nique is based on laser-induced fluorescence of aceton
comprehensive discussion of which can be found in Loz
et al.23 Gaseous acetone, at mole fractions around 1%,
seeded in one of the shear-layer streams. Two adjacent
sheets, generated by the fourth harmonic~266 nm! outputs of
two independently pulsed Nd:YAG lasers~Continuum Sure-
lite II ! sliced the shear layer. At the test section, each la
sheet was 0.3 mm thick and about 30 mm wide; pulse e
gies were approximately 20 mJ. The ultraviolet sheets
cited the acetone molecules which fluoresced in the vis
range~l'480 nm!, thus marking the seeded fluid. The u
stream sheet was triggered first, and the downstream s
second with a time delayDt. Both sheets were imaged on
a single detector~Princeton Instruments ICCD 576S/RB!. By
adjustingDt, the evolution of a turbulent feature seen in t
first sheet was captured in the second sheet. Cr
correlations, discussed later, yielded the distanceDx traveled
by identifiable features. The convective velocity was th
computed byUc5Dx/Dt. Precise synchronization of the la
sers and camera with the solenoid valves was achieved u
a data acquisition/control system on a 486DX-66 compu
The time delay between the two lasers was independe
confirmed by a photodiode placed in the path of the she
exiting the test section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The double/offset-exposure PLIF technique was app
at an axial locationx 5 180 mm downstream of the splitte
plate. The corresponding non-dimensional distance
x/u'2000, whereu is the calculated boundary-layer mo
mentum thickness of the fast stream at the edge of the sp
plate; thus we believe the flow to be fully developed at
measurement location. Static pressures were around 40
and the typical Reynolds number based on shear-layer th
ness was 23105. The total pressures were set such that
shear layers were pressure matched. To prevent chokin
the flow and to provide near-zero pressure gradients, the
per and lower test section walls diverged at a combin
angle of 3°.

Mach numbers at the measurement location (x5180
mm! were inferred from measurements of the total pressu
and of the local wall static pressure; they are close to
nominal values associated with the nozzle blocks of Ma
1.5 and Mach 2.0. Table I lists the conditions for the eig
cases we investigated, in order of increasingMc . For ease of
758 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 3, March 1997
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reference, each case is assigned a name consisting of a
for the gases~N for air, A for argon, H for helium! and their
Mach numbers. For example, case H16N08 means helium
Mach 1.6 and air at Mach 0.8. Case N15N03P is the sam
N15N03, only the visualizations are plan views. Alternati
~fast-stream and slow-stream! injection of acetone was per
formed for cases N22A21, N15N03, N14A02, H15N16, a
H16N08. In the remaining cases, acetone was injected in
fast stream.

IV. CROSS-CORRELATION METHOD

As mentioned in the Introduction, we define and tra
an eddy using the two-dimensional cross-correlation
a passive scalar, in this case acetone concentra
c(x,y,t). A spatial pattern of acetone signal is distinguish
from the background by the fluctuationc8(x,y,t)5c(x,y,t)
2^c(x,y,t)&, where^ & denotes the spatial average. Consid
two realizations of anLx3Ly pattern, one att50 and the
other att5Dt. The two-dimensional cross-correlation of th
two realizations is

C~j,h,Dt !5
1

LxLy
E
0

LyE
0

Lx
c8~x1j,y1h,Dt !

3c8~x,y,0!dxdy. ~4!

The extension of Eq.~4! to our images is outlined in Fig. 4
We define an image fieldF(j,h), typically the entire image.
Recall that the left half ofF corresponds tot50 and the
right half to t5Dt. In the left half ofF, we select a template

FIG. 4. Illustration of 2D cross-correlation method. TemplateT(x,y) con-
taining turbulent feature slides over entire image fieldF(j,h).
D. Papamoschou and A. Bunyajitradulya
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 This a
T(x,y), of size M3N, containing the pattern of interes
(x, y, j, andh are treated now as integers!. The template
slides in both directions over the entire image field, and
following correlation is computed:

CTF~j,h!5
1

MN(
j50

M

(
h50

N

T8~x,y!F8~x1j,y1h!, ~5!

whereT85T2^T& andF85F2^F&, ^ & denoting the spatia
average over theM3N region of the template and of th
overlapping image field. WhenT8 slides on the right half of
the image (t5Dt), Eq. ~5! becomes a space-time correlatio
in two dimensions. The correlation coefficient is defined

RTF~j,h!5
CTF~j,h!

ACFF~j,h!CTT

~6!

and takes the value of 1.0 for perfect correlation, i.e., wh
the template overlaps with itself. Typical template sizes w
M5N5150 pixels, while the image field was as large as 3
3576 pixels. The cross-correlation procedure is compu
tionally intensive, each correlation taking an average of fi
hours to process on a Pentium 100 computer.

To assess the sensitivity of results on choice of templ
we performed cross-correlations on the same image u
nine different template sizes and locations, each temp
containing a sizable portion of the turbulent feature of int
est. This was done for one image of each of the eight ca
examined. The resulting standard deviation in theUc mea-
surement was 5% or less. For each flow case, we cr
correlated an average of ten images. The standard devia
of Uc from one image to the other was also around 5%,
highest value being 7% for case N15N03P. We conclu
therefore, that the uncertainty in the reported valuesUc , for
all the cases, is no larger than 7%. For each case, we n
noticed an excursion ofUc beyond that uncertainty.

This correlation procedure amounts to phase alignm
between the structure att50 and its evolution att5Dt. That
is, to compute the convective velocity, we set a criter
based on the shape of the original structure which we try
match at a later time. However, that criterion changes fr
one image pair to the next. The resulting definition of edd
is thus similar to Hussain’s,3 who used certain features of th
vorticity field as a criterion to define coherent structures,
less rigorous since our criterion changes while Hussain’s
mained constant.

V. RESULTS

In the course of our investigation, we have obtained
large number of PLIF images which are single- or doub
exposure. We have seen consistently the presence of
structures. They appear to be an inseparable feature o
flow, even though at highMc their shape can vary signifi
cantly from one picture to the next. In some of the doub
exposure images we cannot track features because we
too long or too short aDt in the method of Fig. 3, an un
avoidable part of the experimentation process.

Approximately two hundred images with large-scale fe
tures that can be followed from the first sheet to the n
have been collected. In all these images, one can m
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 3, March 1997
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‘‘manual’’ Uc measurements by following with the eye ide
tifiable features.24 Eighty one of these images have be
cross-correlated, i.e., an average of ten images for each
case. Selection of an image for cross-correlation was ba
on factors such as uniformity of lighting and lack of spo
not the ability to identify trackable features. TheUc values
from cross-correlations and from manual measurements
very close. However, only the cross-correlation values
included in this paper. The images are presented with the
stream always on top. The stream seeded with aceton
identified as the bright one.

First we discuss the qualitative features of the flow, sta
ing with the supersonic–subsonic combinations. Figure 5~a!
presents a transverse view of case N15N03 (Mc50.52), with
acetone seeded in the low-speed stream~the term FOV de-
notes the axial extent of the field of view!. The large turbu-
lent features can be easily followed from the first sheet to
second (Dt570 ms! though they lack the organized rolle

FIG. 5. Selected images of supersonic-subsonic cases:~a! N15N03 with
acetone seeded in slow stream~FOV565 mm,Dt570 ms); ~b! N15N03
with acetone seeded in fasts stream~FOV565 mm, Dt570 ms); ~c!
N14A02 ~FOV551 mm,Dt565 ms).
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 This a
type structure seen in subsonic experiments~Ref. 1, for ex-
ample!. The eddies deform very slightly, even though th
are subjected to significant shear, represented in terms o
eddy roll-over time t5d/DU5(0.01 m)/(320 m/s)531
ms. In other words, withinDt570 ms, the eddy should hav
rotated about twice, yet it appears quite the same. This in
ness of the large eddies is a typical feature of the compr
ible shear layers investigated here. To ensure that our re
are not biased on the side in which we seed acetone,
alternated the injection side. Figure 5~b! shows an image o
case N15N03 with acetone injected in the high-speed stre
The qualitative features of the flow are the same as be
and, as we will see later, the convective velocity measu
ment is not affected by the injection side. Indeed, acet
appears to mark well the turbulent structure across the e
thickness of the layer. As the convective Mach number
creases, eddies become less organized but, because of
inertness, can still be easily followed. Figure 5~c! shows a
representative images of case N14A02 (Mc50.54).

We now turn to the supersonic–supersonic combi
tions. Figure 6~a! shows an image of case N22A2

FIG. 6. Selected images of supersonic-supersonic cases:~a! N22A21
~FOV554 mm,Dt560 ms); ~b! H15N16~FOV551 mm,Dt555 ms); ~c!
H19N20 ~FOV560 mm,Dt560 ms).
760 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 3, March 1997
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(Mc50.24) which has very low compressibility. Eve
though both freestreams are supersonic, the turbulent s
ture looks remarkably similar to that observed in subso
shear layers, that is, organized roller-type structures. AsMc

increases, the features become less organized. Figures~b!
and 6~c! show images of cases H15N16 (Mc50.67) and
H19N20 (Mc50.83) where the inert and disorganized natu
of the eddies is evident.

We acquired plan view images of case N15N
(Mc50.48) by rotating the tunnel 90°, keeping the opti
unchanged. The shear layer was sliced at various transv
positions from the low-speed to the high-speed side. Figu
shows a typical image at the middle of the layer. The str
ture is fairly chaotic with no two-dimensional organizatio
Like its transverse counterpart, it stays nearly frozen fr
one exposure to the next. There is no significant eddy mo
in the spanwise direction, i.e., movement of the struct
occurs uniformly in the flow direction. Since the structure
chaotic but propagates frozen, it presents all possible va
of obliquity to the freestreams~it helps to think of the struc-
ture as a wave front in this respect!. In other words, both 2D
and 3D disturbances are present. This contrasts with num
cal simulations that predict—or impose—that only distu
bances of a certain obliquity are present.

We now present the measurements ofUc obtained by the
cross-correlation scheme of Eq.~5!. Figure 8~a! shows an-
other transverse image of case N15N03 (Mc50.52), accom-
panied by a contour plot of the correlation coefficie
RTF(j,h). The template used for this particular cros
correlation is visible in the image. When the template co
taining the turbulent eddy matches itself, the correlation
efficient is 1.0. This is seen as the first peak, on the left h
of the correlation plot. The second peak on the right h
indicates the best match of the template with the evolution
the eddy. The axial distance between the two peaks,Dx,
represents the distance traveled by the eddy. The conve
velocity is then calculated byUc5Dx/Dt. In this case,
Uc5377 m/s, much higher than the value of 281 m/s p
dicted by Eq.~3!. Figure 8~b! shows an example for cas
H19N20. Here we computeUc5547 m/s, considerably les
that the 731 m/s predicted by Eq.~3!. For the plan view case

FIG. 7. Example of a plan-view cross section, case N15N03P~FOV551
mm,Dt560 ms).
D. Papamoschou and A. Bunyajitradulya
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FIG. 8. Iso-contours of the correlation coefficientCTF(j,h) for selected
cases:~a! N15N03 (Dt570 ms); ~b! N19N20 (Dt535 ms); ~c! N15N03P
(Dt570 ms).
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N15N03P, seen in Fig. 8~c!, the results are close to cas
N15N03.

Indeed, we confirm trends seen in several previous
vestigations mentioned in the Introduction: forMc greater
than about 0.3, supersonic–subsonic combinations ex
fast modes and supersonic-supersonic combinations
modes. The only case where theUc measurement agree
with Eq. ~3! is N22A21 withMc50.24. These observation
are illustrated in Fig. 9 where the non-dimensionalUc is
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 3, March 1997
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plotted versusy ~transverse location of template center! for
cases N22A21, N15N03, and H15N16. The theoretical p
diction of Eq. ~3! is superimposed on the plots. For ca
N22A21 agreement with theory is very good, as expec
since this is a low compressibility case. This serves as
additional check on the accuracy of ourUc measurements. In
case N15N03,Uc is much higher than the theoretical predi
tion and in case H15N16 much lower. Figure 9 also sho
that theUc measurement is largely independent ofy location
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FIG. 9. NormalizedUc versus transverse location of correlation templa
center for examples of:~a! low-Mc case;~b! supersonic–subsonic case;~c!
supersonic–supersonic case.

FIG. 10. Convective Mach numbers plotted versus each other: open
bols represent supersonic–subsonic combinations and closed sy
supersonic–supersonic. ThedMc

concept for case H15N16 is illustrated.
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and of acetone injection side, supporting our hypothesis
the eddies we track constitute the largest instability of
flow and span the entire thickness of the layer.

We summarize the results in the form of aMc1
-versus-

Mc2
plot, shown in Fig. 10, where each datum is deriv

from the average measured value ofUc for a given case. If
Eq. ~2! were valid, all the points should lie on the diagon
line Mc1

5Mc2
. This happens only for the lowest compres

ibility case N22A21. All the other cases deviate from t
symmetric model according to the trends mentioned pre
ously.

The deviation from the symmetric model can be e
pressed in terms of the ‘‘distance’’ of a measurement fr
its symmetric value~see Fig. 10!

dMc
5A~Mc1

2Mc!
21~Mc2

2Mc!
2 ~7!

m-
bol

FIG. 11. Convective-Mach-number deviation from symmetric model
present and past works.

FIG. 12. Schlieren image of a pressure-matched Mach 2 helium jet exha
ing into quiescent air at ambient conditions. Mach-wave radiation is pro
nent.
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which is plotted versusMc in Fig. 11. Data of previous in-
vestigations that report large-eddy convective velocities
included in the figure. A monotonic trend is observed, wh
is approximated by the linear fit

dMc
5H 1.5Mc20.4, Mc.0.27

0, Mc<0.27.
~8!

We can use Eq.~8!, together with Eq.~1!, to construct an
approximate prediction scheme for the convective Ma
numbers in the following fashion:

Mc1
5Mc6dMc

/A11~a1/a2!
2 ,

~9!
Mc2

5Mc62dMc
/A11~a2/a1!

2 ,

where the plus sign should be used for superson
supersonic combinations and the minus sign for superso
subsonic combinations.

Applied to flows of practical interest, the above mod
gives reasonable results. As an example, Fig. 12 prese
schlieren image of a Mach 2 helium jet exhausting into a
bient air, obtained in one of our facilities. The jet conditio
areU151330 m/s,a2 /a150.53, andMc51.31. A pattern of
Mach waves is evident, generated because the eddies m
at supersonic speed with respect to the ambient air. The
field, defined by the potential core surrounded by shear
ers, covers the left two thirds of the image. The slope of
Mach waves originating from the near field is approximat
22°, which corresponds toMc2

'2.7. This agrees well with
the prediction obtained by applying Eq.~8! to Eq.~9!, which
givesMc2

52.69. It should be understood, however, that
this point the model is entirely empirical. The physical re
sons for the asymmetries are yet to be understood.

VI. DISCUSSION

We wish to offer some thoughts on three main issu
that arose from this study: the inertness of the large edd
their asymmetric convective speeds, and the physical m
ing of ‘‘convective velocity’’ inferred by 2D versus 1D cor
relations.

Given the sharp decline of growth rates with increas
Mc , it is not surprising that compressible large eddies
more inert in their mutual interactions than their incompre
ible counterparts. Previous evolution works have also
ticed this inertness at highMc.

21 In subsonic flows, large
eddies are very active in entrainment and frequently inte
with each other, through pairings and amalgamations, to
ther boost the growth rate. In our images, we do not
evidence of pairing. If it happens, it is probably too slow
be of significance. Recent theoretical works25,26 have attrib-
uted the inactivity of compressible eddies to the reorienta
of the pressure field and consequent breakdown in com
nication between regions of the flow asMc increases. Also,
direct numerical simulation of the interaction of vortex fil
ments has shown that vortex reconnection time is delaye
high Mach numbers, a result of baroclinic and dilatati
effects.27
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 3, March 1997
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The dependence ofUc on whether the freestream veloc
ties are supersonic–supersonic versus supersonic–sub
is puzzling and cannot be explained by Lagrangian desc
tions of the flow. Quantities that are frame-of-reference
variant, like the density ratio and temperature ratio, are in
equate as predictors of which mode will occur. We belie
that the answer to this question is tied to the observed in
ness of the eddies. If eddies evolve very slowly, where
they formed and where do they acquire their characterist
A region of special attention should be the trailing ed
where the two streams merge. An obvious distinction
tween supersonic–supersonic and supersonic–subsonic
layers is that the former have a stronger and more exten
wake region than the latter. It is hoped that future expe
ments will explore the effects of the near field on the m
phology and convective velocity of the large eddies.

In previous works,16,28 it has been speculated that th
asymmetricUc could be the result of a strong shock forme
on only one side of the eddy. To satisfy pressure equilibri
at the presumably stable stagnation point between two st
tures, the stream with the shock would need a much hig
Mc than the stream without. While this argument is s
plausible for flows with very highMc , one has great diffi-
culty extending it to shear layers withMc as low as 0.3–0.5,
the apparent threshold for occurrence of asymmetries.
hard to imagine a process through which fluid in
Mc50.5 shear layer accelerates to anMc on the order of 3
required to cause significant asymmetry. On the other ha
viscous dissipation is strongly related toMc and is signifi-
cant even at subsonicMc’s.

29 Though not as strong locally a
the dissipation of a shock, it could produce similar losse
suffered for long distances, i.e., if the streamline leading
the stagnation point has crossed an extended viscous re

We now comment on the differences between our m
surement ofUc , using 2D space-time correlations@Eq. ~6!#,
and the classical measurements that employ 1D correlat
in x and t. As mentioned in the Introduction, our resear
has focused on the largest instability in the flow. Our resu
indicate that this instability propagates with a singleUc .
Elliott et al.21 visualized supersonic–subsonic shear lay
(Mc50.5,0.86) using double-pulse planar Mie scatteri
and inferred convective velocities from 1D space-time c
relations done simultaneously at manyy locations. Specifi-
cally, their scheme tracked the convection of a vertical l
of signal taken from the initial image and translated inx over
the evolution image. Their results indicate thatUc is a func-
tion of y and that it basically follows the mean flow velocity
In fact, it appears that all studies using 1D, unconditio
space-time correlations come to the same result: the con
tive velocity is very close to the mean velocity~see for ex-
ample Refs. 30, 31!.

A strong clue as to the relevance of each definition
Uc comes from the flow itself. Consider the phenomenon
Mach wave radiation in supersonic jets and in superson
subsonic shear layers~see Fig. 12!. It has been observed in
flows withMc as low as 0.7532 and is believed to be a stron
contributor to supersonic jet noise.33 Mach waves are create
because a strong instability propagates at supersonic s
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with respect to the ambient air~or with respect to the low-
speed stream in a shear layer!. It becomes clear that 1D
space-time correlations fail to capture this phenomenon
Uc followed the mean velocity, the instability would be in
trinsically subsonic, hence no Mach waves would be gen
ated. There is little doubt that Mach waves were presen
the shear layers of Elliottet al.21 atMc50.86~the conditions
were very similar to those of Hallet al.18 who correlated the
pressure traces of Mach waves to infer the convective ve
ity! yet their Uc measurements do not reflect that. Co
versely, theUc measurements in this paper, inferred by 2
space-time correlations, are consistent with Mach-wave g
eration.

This does not mean that 1D correlations are inappro
ate or invalid. Rather, using 2D versus 1D correlatio
should depend on the quantity one tries to extract. To ob
the evolution characteristics of large scales, it appears
2D correlations are more suitable. In an attempt to illustr
this point, we offer the cartoon of Fig. 13. It depicts a
idealized view of a large structure in the convective fra
and its evolution a short time later. In slowly growing flow
like ours, the mean streamline patterns are nearly clo
indicating little entrainment into the mixing region. So, for
short time, the streamline pattern propagates practically
deformed. At the same time, the streamlines of the la
eddies are transporting smaller scales, which in visual
tions would appear as patches of the tracer. This superp
tion of large and small scales has been vividly captured
the shadowgraphs of Brown and Roshko.1 The small scales
travel with a speed close to the local mean value, whereas
large eddy propagates at a constantUc . One-dimensional,
unconditional correlations do not discriminate between la
and small scales and cannot capture the two-dimensiona
tent of the large instability patterns. Since they include
contribution of small scales, the resultingUc is biased to-

FIG. 13. Illustration of argument that small scales~shown as lumps! travel
with convective velocities different from that of the largest eddies.
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ward the mean flow velocity. Two-dimensional correlatio
according to Eq.~6! are conditional by their nature. They us
a template of integral length scale, thus capture the evolu
of the largest eddies and are not significantly affected by
small scales. This scenario explains the differences betw
our results and those of Elliottet al.21 as well as those Seitz
manet al.22 The latter investigation used a fluorescence te
nique that emphasizes the edges of the shear layer, w
tracer patches convect at speeds near the local mean velo

Looking at the sketch of Fig. 13, it is evident that th
principal Mach wave generator is the large eddy, not
small scales. The large streamline pattern acts like a bum
wall to the external flow; the small scales travel at a spe
close to the local mean velocity, thus they disturb very lit
the external flow. Is the large eddy as important in entra
ment as it is in noise generation? The answer is not cl
Given the slow evolution of eddies, and their lack of inte
action, it is questionable if they govern entrainment to t
extent seen in subsonic flows. Small scales may be equ
important in bringing freestream fluid into the mixing regio
This is an issue central to supersonic combustion that ne
to be addressed by future works.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The evolution of large-scale turbulent structures in co
pressible shear layers has been studied with a laser diag
tic technique which produced cross-sectional digital ima
of the structure and its evolution. Seven flow cases w
studied with convective Mach numbers ranging from 0.22
0.86 and with large variations in density and velocity ratio
Two-dimensional cross-correlations were applied to comp
the convective velocity of large eddies.

The convective velocityUc was found to be independen
of transverse position. The results were correlated agains
‘‘symmetric’’ convective Mach numberMc . At low Mc , the
measured convective velocity of the large-scale structur
in agreement with the prediction of the symmetric model a
eddies appear like their incompressible counterparts.
Mc.0.3, however, the measurements depart from the s
metric model and two trends become apparent: fast mo
with Uc much higher than the symmetric value; and slo
modes, withUc much lower than the symmetric value. Fa
modes were observed exclusively in supersonic–subs
shear layers, while slow modes occurred only in superson
supersonic shear layers. Consequently, the two convec
Mach numbers,Mc1

andMc2
, are very different from each

other, in contrast to the symmetric model that predicts th
to be equal. The deviation ofMc’s from the symmetric value
is a monotonic growing function ofMc . This leads to an
approximate model for predicting the convective Mach nu
bers.

The appearance of the large-scale structures beco
progressively more disorganized asMc increases, consisten
with observations of earlier works. The lack of organizati
is evident in both side and plan views. The plan views rev
chaotic patterns that present every possible obliquity angl
the freestream flow. The patterns propagate virtually un
formed in a direction aligned with the freestream veloc
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 This a
vectors. This suggests the coexistence of two- and th
dimensionalities in the flow, an issue of significance for t
bulence modeling and for the overall understanding of co
pressible shear-layer turbulence.
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